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Summary of Paper

I Rating agencies claim that the credit rating of a bond or loan
re�ects its expected default losses.

I Standard �nance theory predicts that the credit spread of a
bond or loan equals its expected default losses plus a premium
re�ecting its systematic default risk.

I Our paper presents:

1. a model similar to Kupiec (2004) and Pennacchi (2006) that
shows if regulatory capital standards and deposit insurance
premia are calibrated to credit ratings, banks will maximize
their shareholder value by holding loans and bonds having the
highest systematic risk for a given credit rating.

2. empirical evidence con�rming the model�s assumption that
bond credit spreads incorporate signi�cant systematic risk
premia not accounted for by credit ratings.



Theory: Fair Capital and Insurance Standards

I Using standard contingent claims models of Merton (1974 JF,
1977 JBF ), a deposit-insured bank�s fair capital standards and
deposit insurance premium can be derived.

I Capital is fair when the bank�s risk-neutral expected loan and
bond default losses in excess of capital equals the bank�s
deposit insurance premium.

I Importantly, if loans and bonds have systematic risk (are more
likely to default during an economic downturn), then
risk-neutral expected default losses exceed actual (physical)
expected default losses.



Practice: Capital and Insurance Standards

I Basel II and III�s Standardized Approach sets risk-based
capital charges based on external credit ratings:

Basel Standardized Approach: Claims on Corporates

Credit Rating AAA to AA- A+ to A- BBB+ to BB- Below BB- Unrated

Risk Weight 20% 50% 100% 150% 100%

I Basel�s Internal Ratings-Based Approach categorizes a bank�s
bond or loan based on its expected default losses
(PD � LGD). The resulting capital charge assumes
systematic risk (the debt�s beta) is the same for a given asset
class (e.g., all corporate debt).

I Moreover, (FDIC) deposit insurance premia are often
risk-insensitive or based on credit ratings or estimates of
expected losses from the bank�s failure.



Moral Hazard: Excessive Systematic Risk

I Thus, in practice, capital standards and deposit insurance
premia are set such that a bank�s loans and bonds are
assumed to have the same systematic risk (debt beta) across
broad asset classes.

I Extending Merton JF (1974), JBF (1977), and Galai and
Masulis JFE (1977), the paper�s model demonstrates that a
bank will maximize the value of its shareholders�equity by
investing in the highest systematic risk loans and bonds of a
given credit rating class.

I The increase in bank shareholder value results from a greater
government deposit insurance subsidy.

I As a result, banks will herd into systematically risky assets,
and capital will be (mis-) allocated toward highly procyclical
investments.



Empirical Evidence

I We test our theory�s foundation by analyzing whether a
bond�s credit spread incorporates its issuer�s systematic risk or
�debt beta�after accounting for the bond�s credit rating.

I We examine 3,924 bonds issued by 620 listed North American,
European, and Japanese �rms from 1999 to 2010.

I Data from DCM Analytics gives each bond�s issue credit
rating and credit spread at the time of issue.

I Following Galai and Masulis JFE (1976), we calculate each
issuer�s debt beta, residual volatility, and total volatility from
its shareholders�equity returns and capital structure.



Credit Spreads for Low vs High Beta Issuers

Figure: Credit spreads in basis points. ***, **, * indicate statistical
signi�cance (1%, 5%, 10%, respectively) of the t-test for the equality of
the spreads of issuers having below median and above the median debt
betas.



Credit Spreads Across Debt Betas and Currencies

Figure: Credit spreads in basis points. ***, **, * indicate statistical
signi�cance (1%, 5%, 10%, respectively) of the t-test for the equality of
the adjusted spreads of bonds in the �rst and fourth debt beta quartiles.



A Bond Picking Exercise

I Consider the e¤ects of a bank simply choosing high credit
spread bonds for each Basel credit rating class.

I Suppose for each year, currency (EUR, USD, JPY), maturity
(� 10Y, > 10Y), and Basel credit rating class (AA, A, BBB),
a bank invests in those newly issued bonds with above median
credit spreads.

I The following table shows that, on average, the bank�s bonds
would have a debt beta (systematic risk) 18% above average.

I If the bank chose bonds having the top quartile of spreads,
debt beta would be approximately 50% above average and the
bank�s fair capital would need to be around 10% greater.



Average Increase in Beta from Picking Bonds with Above
Median Credit Spreads

Figure: The average of the log ratio of the beta of high-spread bonds to
the beta of all the bonds within the same category. ***, **, * indicate
statistical signi�cance (1%, 5%, 10%, respectively) of the t-test for the
equality of the mean log ratios to zero.



Regression Analysis of Credit Spreads

I To more formally examine the relationship between credit
spreads, ratings, and risk, we run the regression:

Spreadi ,t = f (Rating ,Debt Beta,Debt Res.Vol.,Controls)+ εi ,t

I The following table shows that, controlling for credit ratings,
credit spreads increase with the beta of the issuer�s debt but
not its residual volatility (idiosyncratic risk).



Determinants of Credit Spreads

Figure: The dependent variable is each bond�s credit spread. ***, **, *
indicate signi�cance at 1%, 5%, 10% level, respectively.



Controlling for Illiquidity in Bond Spreads

I Bond spreads might re�ect an illiquidity component in
addition to a credit risk component.

I If somehow illiquidity is associated with the issuer�s systematic
risk, the debt beta may be picking up this e¤ect.

I To better control for illiquidity, we obtained bid-ask spreads
shortly after issue on 2,395 of the 3,924 bonds.

I The following table shows that after controlling for illiquidity
by including bonds�bid-ask spreads, bonds�spreads continue
to be strongly related to their issuers�debt betas.



Determinants of Credit Spreads with Bid-Ask

Figure: The dependent variable is each bond�s credit spread. ***, **, *
indicate signi�cance at 1%, 5%, 10% level, respectively.



Additional Empirical Evidence

I Regressing credit ratings on the issuer�s debt beta, residual
volatility, and control variables, we �nd ratings re�ect debt
residual volatility, but not beta, for the overall 1999-2010
sample. However, debt beta is re�ected when the years
2008-2010 are excluded (c.f., Hilscher and Wilson (2010)).

I However, both Moody�s and S&P ratings fail to incorporate
debt beta to the extent re�ected in bond credit spreads.

I We �nd that Moody�s and S&P ratings are more likely to
agree when the issuer has a high debt beta; that is, when the
issuer�s default depends on systematic, rather than
idiosycratic, factors.



Empirical Evidence from Other Research

I Coval Jurek, and Sta¤ord AER (2009) show that highly-rated
tranches of MBS, ABS, and CDOs had extreme systematic
risk because pooling diversi�es away assets�idiosyncratic risks.

I Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein, and Yang JF (2012) �nd that
these highly-rated tranches had high credit spreads
commensurate with their high systematic risk.

I Our theory of rating-based capital regulation can explain
banks�attraction for holding these highly-rated tranches.

I Becker and Ivashina (2012) �nd that insurance companies,
which are also subject to credit ratings-based capital
standards, invest in bonds that have relatively high credit
spreads for a given credit rating, indicating excessive
systematic risk-taking.



Reforms

I Basel II IRB capital standards can adjust for systematic risk
across asset classes (credit cards, res. mortgages, consumer
loans, com. mortgages, corporates) because regulators choose
the market correlation for the class.

I But they could not adjust for systematic risk within asset
class.

I Basel III better discriminates between the systematic risk of
securitized versus �resecuritized� (e.g., CDO) assets.

I However, more can be done to base corporate capital charges
on the issuer�s systematic risk, such as using information on
the issuer�s debt beta or the issue�s credit spread.



Conclusions

I Capital standards based on credit ratings or expected default
losses create moral hazard for banks and insurance companies
to take excessive systematic risk.

I Basel II credit rating-based capital charges encouraged banks
to hold highly-rated structured tranches.

I The result of banks�excessive systematic risk was a systemic
�nancial crisis.

I Risk-based capital standards and deposit insurance need to
account for bonds�and loans�systematic risk as re�ected in
their market credit spreads.


